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Neon guides an airplane home after its long journey through the sky. Neon
shines brightly through the cold--brighter than almost any other form of light.
Neon is the manifestation of the fierce goodness of a Jedi, and the salient evil
of a Sith. Liquid neon works as a cryogenic refrigerant; it can keep part of you
alive forever. The only color emitted by pure neon is red, the color of passion,
the color of love, the color of the blood that makes our hearts beat fast.
 
Neon is perpetually the color of the future. The NEON is the official new branding of the Norfolk Arts

District.

 

It stands for New Energy of Norfolk. It's a name arrived at through a process, guided by Sway Creative

Labs, that engaged stakeholders in the district over a course of months. Calling the neighborhood The

NEON was the clear consensus among the artists, property owners, civic leaders, business owners, and

branding experts assembled to come up with a name that matched the neighborhood's luminous

ambitions. It felt good coming out of our mouths, the way it starts with a hard N but ends softly, like a

push of air through a tube. The name is exclusive only in the way it discriminates against those with old

energy attitudes. The name is inclusive in the way it doesn't claim to be the only artistic neighborhood in

our vibrant city, the way it welcomes all drawn to the light. 

 

The NEON is meant to be timeless--it is an element, after all (atomic number 10)--but also constantly

regenerating as the next wave of new energy takes root in the Downtown arts & design district, making

the neighborhood their own through the effort they put into it.
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"The real goal of an arts district should be to show anyone that a creative neighborhood rests in the

hands of its citizens," said Charles Rasputin in the Inside Business article that broke this news. "It

seemed a fitting tribute to our city as a whole and a shout to the people that work hard to make Norfolk

great."

 

I was able to sit in on workshops led by Sway Creative Labs throughout 2014 (Okay, maybe I offered, like,

one opinion.) Their founder, Jarrett Beeler, has worked at GROW and has been a creative leader on

campaigns for everyone from Smartmouth to Sony.

 

"Through a series of sit-downs we all determined attributes for what made a good name in the first

place," he said, "looked at a ton of the history of the area like Auto Row and the Civil War significance,

precedents from other arts districts around the country, narrowed it down to a handful of choices from a

huge whiteboard of ideas, and ultimately decided on a name that everyone could put under their pillow.”

The new website tells the story of the NEON.

 

Mary Miller, president and CEO of the Downtown Norfolk Council, liked the way the moniker built on

the attributes of the place, people, and the future. Along with the branding, neonnfk.com is now live.

 

"The website provides a great means for the community to become more engaged in the district by

sharing events and volunteer opportunities," she said.

 

One thing I liked about the NEON branding is the way it threw down a gauntlet: you can't call yourself

the NEON without being bright, alive, and flush with color. The first taste of what the neighborhood will

feel like once it fully earns the NEON moniker will happen on Friday, April 3rd, when Work | Release

with debut AGLOW, a neon art show on the first floor of what was the Texaco building. AGLOW--for

which I served as a juror--will showcase cutting edge contemporary neon artists from as near as Norfolk

and as far as California and Denmark. The DNC will also be hosting their First Friday of the year that

evening in the Plot, with a closed Granby Street between them.

 

More and more projects will roll out from there. The Norfolk Arts Commission has a large new piece it

has commissioned for the district that should be live by the end of 2015. Glass Wheel is going to have

world class public art on the exterior of its building---and it is art that is being crafted specifically with

the NEON vibe in mind. Sway is partnering with GROW "on something interactive for the district that’ll

be neon themed as well." A neon collaboration between the Governor's School and the Glass Studio is in

the works, as is a local's only alleyway mural project. I also can't imagine the team at Zeke's lets their wall

sit naked for long.

 

October will bring the NEON Festival to the neighborhood. Over the Thursday and Friday leading into

Stockley Gardens and Wine Fest, the NEON Festival (Dawn of the NEON) will illuminate the

neighborhood with public art, performances and street fair. It's a collaboration between the Downtown

Norfolk Council, the Chrysler Museum & Glass Studio, the Virginia Arts Festival, and AltDaily. More

information and Calls to Artists will flicker into public view over the next few months.

 

"The full vision isn't very far off," Rasputin said.

 

You can start to see the glow peaking over the silhouette of Downtown Norfolk.

 

For more, here is the website, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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About Jesse Scaccia

Editor-in-Chief, AltDaily

Jesse is the editor in chief of AltDaily. He has many biases and local

involvements. They include being the chair of the public art committee and

board member for the Norfolk Arts District; being a Public Art Commissioner for the City of

Norfolk; former employee of TFC Recycling; graduate of ODU, where he taught writing; advocate

for gay rights, animals rights, women's rights; member of Re:Vision Norfolk and Bike Norfolk; he

believes that the mall is a sin and that without locally-owned businesses a city isn't worth a damn.

He ran for City Council, lost, and then was nominated for School Board but that didn't happen

either due, in part, to an absurd poem scandal (really!). He is a vegetarian and a yogi. He believes

that marijuana should be legalized and would prefer that all hand guns be replaced with squirt

guns but tyranny is also the worst, so he's not picking that battle. He's a former public school

teacher in NYC and TV producer for BET. Email him: jesse at altdaily.com.
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"A nation of sheep will beget a

government of wolves."

—Edward R. Murrow

“Everything in moderation...

including moderation.”

― Julia Child

“One good thing about music,

when it hits you, you feel no

pain.” 

 - Bob Marley

“We don't make mistakes, ju

happy little accidents."

-Bob
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